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Esperanza EF101K anti-slip pad (black)
The Esperanza EF101K anti-slip pad is the perfect solution for any driver looking for a reliable way to keep their car organized and safe.
High-quality  material,  functionality  and  durability  are  the  features  that  distinguish  this  product.  Made  of  high-tech  silicone,  it  is
waterproof, heat-resistant and UV-resistant, making it an excellent choice for any trip.
 
Exceptional adhesion
Thanks to state-of-the-art Nano silicone technology, the Esperanza EF101K pad provides exceptional adhesion. It easily holds cell phones
in place, minimizing the risk of them moving around while you're driving. This is especially important for GPS navigation, whose stable
position is crucial for safe travel.
 
Easy to install and remove
Mounting this pad is child's play. All you need to do is stick it to the dashboard or other plastic element in your car. Importantly, the pad
adheres firmly even to surfaces inclined at a steep angle, adding to its versatility. In addition, when there is a need to remove the pad,
this is done easily, without leaving any residue or glue.
 
Waterproof and easy to clean
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Esperanza EF101K is not only practical, but also an easy-to-clean gadget. The waterproof structure of the silicone allows the pad to be
cleaned quickly and easily, simply wash it with lukewarm water to restore its original properties. Resistance to high temperatures and UV
rays makes this coaster durable and does not lose its properties.
 
 
BrandEsperanzaModelEF101KColorBlackDimensions150 x 90mm

Price:

€ 1.50

Gaming, Mouse pads
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